
 
THE RULES AND REGULATIONS of the service „Your Text or Multimedia Message on the Screen” during 

„Woodstock Festival Poland 2011”. 
 
 

I. General provisions 
1. The service in question shall be called “Your Text or Multimedia Message on the Screen”, and 

hereinafter referred to as “SERVICE”. 
2. The SERVICE shall be provided by the Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity, seated in: 02-737 

Warszawa, ul. Niedźwiedzia 2a, registered by the District Court for the Capital City of Warsaw, 12th 
Commercial Division of the National Court Register under reference number KRS 0000030897, tax 
identification number NIP 521-30-03-700, hereinafter referred to as “ORGANIZER”. 

3. Detailed information about the SERVICE as well as the present Rules and Regulations shall be 
obtainable on the website www.wosp.org.pl. 

4. The SERVICE shall be available between August 3th 2011 and August 7th 2011, during “Woodstock 
Festival Poland”. 
 

 
II. Service Users 

1. Any person who has send a text/multimedia message with wishes/greetings to number 7255 or 
903222, thereby agreeing to the provisions of the present Rules and Regulations, shall be deemed a 
SERVICE user, hereinafter referred to as “USER”. 

2. By accessing the SERVICE, the USER acknowledges that he or she accepts of the Rules and Regulations 
of the SERVICE in full and that he or shall adhere to its provisions. 

 
 

 
III. Rules of Service 

1. The SERVICE consists in a public display, on the Festival’s website, of photographs and moderated 
wishes/greetings which have been sent from the USER’S cell phone during the concerts at 
“Woodstock Festival Poland”, some of which shall be displayed on large outdoor screens during 
Festival. 

2. The SERVICE shall be provided in the following forms: 
a. Greetings sent as a text message to 7255; the text should start with the word woodstock, 

then space, and then the contents to be displayed; 160 characters altogether; price: PLN 2.46 
gross. 

b. Photograph with greetings sent as a multimedia message to 903222; price: PLN 3.69 gross. 
3. Only text messages not longer than 160 characters and without Polish diacritics shall be accepted; the 

word woodstock has to put before, for example: woodstock John from London sends his love to Ania 
from Warsaw 

4. Only multimedia messages with one photograph shall be accepted. 
5. Other forms of messages shall be treated as non-compliant with the Rules and Regulations and thus 

rejected. 
6. There is no limit to the number of text and multimedia messages one USER may send in the SERVICE. 
7. By accessing the SERVICE, the USER consents to the processing of his or her personal data and the 

contents of the text messages sent in the SERVICE by the ORGANIZER in the form necessary to provide 
the SERVICE. 

8. The USER consents to his or her photographs send via multimedia messages to be published in the 
gallery of the ORGANIZER’s website, thereby declaring that he or she has the right to use the 
photographs and the likenesses of the person/people in the photographs, and that he or she consents 
to the photographs being published there. 

9. The USER shall not use the SERVICE to advertise or promote any goods, services or entities. 

http://www.wosp.org.pl/


10. The contents of the text and multimedia messages shall be moderated. 
11. The USER shall not send messages containing the following and the ORGANIZER reserves the right to 

refuse to publish the following without giving any detailed reasons: 
a. offensive contents and foul language; 
b. contents contrary to principles of morality; 
c. contents violating the rights of third persons; 
d. pictures showing physical violence; 
e. contents with an erotic overtone; 
f. contents promoting discrimination; 
g. information about drugs; 
h. contents conveying atmosphere of fear; 
i. contents pertaining to gambling and encouraging to gamble; 
j. promotional materials. 

 
IV. Liability 

1. The ORGANIZER shall not be held liable for the following: 
a. Participation in the SERVICE in a way non-compliant with the provisions of the present Rules 

and Regulations and any resulting damages; 
b. Any technical difficulties pertaining to the SERVICE resulting from events which could not 

have been predicted by the ORGANIZER despite his due diligence or which could not have 
been prevented, especially problems connected with the quality of the services provided 
directly by airtime providers and problems connected with force majeure events; 

c. Interruptions in the SERVICE resulting from technical problems or reasons beyond the 
ORGANIZER’s control; 

d. Using the SERVICE in a way non-compliant with the provisions of the present Rules and 
Regulations; 

e. Loss of data as a result of an equipment failure, system failure or other circumstances beyond 
the ORGANIZER’s control; 

f. Damages resulting from non-delivery of messages or delays in the delivery of messages for 
reasons beyond the ORGANIZER’s control. 

2. In case any rights of third persons are violated by the USER in connection to a photograph sent in by 
the USER, including in particular author’s moral rights or author’s economic rights, the USER shall be 
obligated to make good all kinds of damages borne by the ORGANIZER as a result of such a violation.  

V. Customer complaint procedure 
1. Every USER shall have the right to lodge a customer complaint about non-compliance of the SERVICE 

with the present Rules and Regulations within 7 days after the termination of the SERVICE. Date as 
postmarked. 

2. Complaints to the ORGANIZER are to be lodged in written form to the following address: Wielka 
Orkiestra Świątecznej Pomocy, 02-737 Warszawa, ul. Niedźwiedzia 2a, with the annotation “Komisja 
Sprawdzająca – Usługa Treśd SMS lub MMS na Ekran 2011”, otherwise they shall be null and void. 
The complaint should contain the following: first name, surname, cell phone number, correspondence 
address and the circumstances substantiating the complaint. 

3. The complaint shall be administrated by the ORGANIZER within 14 days after its receipt. Notification 
about this shall be send by the Polish Post to the correspondence address provided by the USER in the 
complaint. 

4. The ORGANIZER shall not be held responsible for the telecommunication services used by the USERS 
in order to participate in the SERVICE. 
 
 

 



VI. Rights to photographs 
1. The USERS grant the ORGANIZER a royalty-free, non-exclusive and temporally unlimited license to use 

the photograph sent to the SERVICE in the following fields of exploitation: recording and reproducing 
of the photograph (digital recording and reproduction) and circulate the photograph (making it 
publicly available, so that everyone has access to it at a time and in a place selected by himself or 
herself. 

 
VII. Final provisions 

1. The present Rules and Regulations is the only document specifying the rules of the SERVICE. 
2. Promotional materials advertising the SERVICE are solely informational in nature. Only the provisions 

of the present Rules and Regulations shall have a binding legal power. 
3. The ORGANIZER reserves the right to modify the Rules and Regulations at any time without giving 

reasons, which, however, shall not violate the rights acquired by the USERS before the modification. 
4. The ORGANIZER shall not be held liable in case the USER provide wrong address or other such data, 

thus making it impossible to identify him or her. 
5. In relation to any written actions of the USER, postmark date shall apply. 

 


